INDIA - AUXILIARY DUTY OF CUSTOMS

Extension of Time-Limit

Decision of 30 April 1979

Considering that the CONTRACTING PARTIES by Decision of 15 November 1973, 30 April 1974, 5 May 1975, 30 July 1976, 31 August 1977, and 28 June 1978, waived until 31 March 1979 the application of the provisions of Article II of the General Agreement to the extent necessary to enable the Government of India to apply the auxiliary duty of customs, as notified in documents L/3934 and L/4007, on the items included in Schedule XII - India;

Considering that the Government of India has notified the CONTRACTING PARTIES that the resource situation remains difficult in spite of various measures taken and proposed to be taken by it and that therefore a continuance of the auxiliary duty of customs has become unavoidable;

Considering that the Government of India has requested the extension of the time-limit of the waiver for another year;

Noting that no change has been proposed in the rates of the duty;

Noting the assurances of the Government of India that it will, upon request, promptly enter into consultations with any contracting party which considers that serious damage to its interests is caused or imminently threatened by the auxiliary duty;

The CONTRACTING PARTIES, acting pursuant to the provisions of Article XXV:5 of the General Agreement and in accordance with the procedures adopted by them on 1 November 1956,

Decide that the time-limit provided for in the Decision of 15 November 1973 shall be extended until 31 March 1980.

1/ The Decision was adopted by postal ballot. There were 48 votes in favour and none against.
2/ BISD 208/26
3/ BISD 218/25
4/ BISD 228/12
5/ BISD 238/6
6/ BISD 249/14
7/ L/4681